CILIP Scotland Conference 2014

A short twitter summary of Martyn Evans, Chief Executive of the Carnegie Trust, keynote address at the CILIPS Scotland Conference, Dundee, 2nd June 2014. #CILIPS14

by Lorna M. Campbell

Martyn Evans of Carnegie Trust kicking off #CILIPS14 with an inspiring keynote.

Evans talking about building David Marshall lodge; much opposition from many to increasing access to the countryside #cilip14

Evans: research shows that women & those not in full time employment make greater use of public libraries #CILIPS14

Evans: we need to show not what libraries are good at, but what they are good for. #CILIPS14

Evans reminding us about the failed Excite search engine #CILIPS14

Evans: Libraries still have an enormous transformative power. #CILIPS14
Evans: acknowledging the support of Margo Macdonald #CILIPS14

Evans on the dangers of being wholly oppositional: always campaign for something not against something #CILIPS14

Evans: information makes you money, selling things makes you a ton of money #CILIPS14

Evans talking about role of libraries in supporting digital inclusion. In Glasgow, 4 in 10 houses have no Internet access #CILIPS14
Evans inspiring keynote interrupted by fire alarm! #CILIPS14 pic.twitter.com/Nvovqsx7HX

Drama over! Martyn Evans keynote now recommencing #CILIPS14

Evans announcing new Carnegie programme: Carnegie Library Lab. #CILIPS14

Evans: 5 elements - learning innovation, small scale project funding, mentoring, facilitating communication, evaluation #CILIPS14
Evans: New Carnegie programme hopes to foster a network of innovators. Also hope to encourage participation of other innovators #CILIPS14

Evans: further information about the new programme will be tweeted shortly #CILIPS14